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ENTITY RELATIONAL MODEL:

• Entities:
1. An object in the mini world about which information is to
be stored. Examples: persons, books, courses

2.It must be possible to distinguish entities from each other,i.e., objects must have some identity.

Examples:
Entity book identified by ISBN number, entity
vacations identified by travel agency booking number.

• Relationship:
. A relation—not in the strict relational model
sense—between pairs of entities (a binary relationship

In software engineering, an entity-relationship model (ERM) is an abstract and
conceptual representation of data.
 Entity-relationship modeling is a database modeling method, used to produce a

type of conceptual schema or semantic data model of a system, often a relational
database, and its requirements in a top-down fashion. Diagrams created by this
process are called entity-relationship diagrams, ER diagrams, or ERDs.

 The first stage of information system design uses these models during the
requirements analysis to describe information needs or the type of information
that is to be stored in a database.

The data modeling technique can be used to describe any ontology (i.e. an overview and
classifications of used terms and their relationships) for a certain area of interest.

In the case of the design of an information system that is based on a database, the
conceptual data model is, at a later stage (usually called logical design), mapped to a
logical data model, such as the relational model; this in turn is mapped to a physical
model during physical design.
The building blocks: entities, relationships, and attributes

Two related entities:

 An entity with an attribute

 A relationship with an attribute
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PRIMARY KEY:
An entity may be defined as a thing which is recognized as being capable of an
independent existence and which can be uniquely identified.
An entity is an abstraction from the complexities of some domain.
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NORMALIZATION:

 Database normalization is the process of removing redundant data from your
tables in to improve storage efficiency, data integrity, and scalability.

 In the relational model, methods exist for quantifying how efficient a database is.
These classifications are called normal forms (or NF), and there are algorithms
for converting a given database between them.

 Normalization generally involves splitting existing tables into multiple ones,
which must be re-joined or linked each time a query is issued.

The Purpose of Normalization:

1.Normalization is a technique for producing a set of relations with desirable properties,
given the data requirements of an enterprise.

2. The process of normalization is a formal method that
identifies relations based on their primary or candidate
keys and the functional dependencies among their
attributes.

Definition of 1NF:
First Normal Form is a relation in which the intersection of each
row and column contains one and only one value.
There are two approaches to removing repeating groups from
unnormalized tables:
1.Removes the repeating groups by entering appropriate data
in the empty columns of rows containing the repeating data.

2.Removes the repeating group by placing the repeating data,
along with a copy of the original key attribute(s), in a separate
relation. A primary key is identified for the new relation.

Second normal form (2NF):
It is a relation that is in first normal form and every non-primary-key attribute is fully
functionally dependent on the primary key.

Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF):
A relation is in BCNF, if and only if, every determinant is a
candidate key.
Multi-valued dependency (MVD) :
It represents a dependency between attributes (for example, A,
B and C) in a relation, such that for each value of A there is a
set of values for B and a set of value for C. However, the set of
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values for B and C are independent of each other.

QUERY PROCESSING:
• Validate and translate the query

real world database

name

address

cust# name
address

cust# name
address

Consider the meaning

cust# name
address

cust# name
address

cust# name
address

separate
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– Good syntax.
– All referenced relations exist.
– Translate the SQL to relational algebra.

• Optimize
– Make it run faster.

• Evaluate
:
Three Steps of Query Processing
1) The Parsing and translation will first translate the query into its internal form, then
translate the query into relational algebra and verifies relations.

2) Optimization is to find the most efficient evaluation plan for a query because there can
be more than one way.

3) Evaluation is what the query-execution engine takes a query-evaluation plan to
executes that plan and returns the answers to the query.
Evaluation –

Evaluation is what the query-execution engine takes a query-evaluation plan to
executes that plan and returns the answers to the query.
Selection Operation (primary index):
 Algorithm A2 (binary search). Applicable if selection is an equality comparison

on the attribute on which file is ordered.
 Assume that the blocks of a relation are stored contiguously
 Cost estimate (number of disk blocks to be scanned):

* log2(br)— cost of locating the first tuple by a binary  search on the
blocks

* SC(A, r) — numbers of records that will satisfy  the selection
* SC(A,r)/fr— number of blocks that these records will occupy
* Equality  condition on a key  attribute:  SC(A,r) = 1; estimate reduces to

EA2 = log2(br)
 Index scan- search algorithms that use an index; condition is on search-key of

index.
 A3(primary index on candidate key, equality). Retrieve a single record that

satisfies the corresponding equality condition. EA3 = HTi +1
 A4(primary  index on nonkey, equality) Retrieve multiple records. Let the search-

key attribute be A.

 A5(equality on search-key of secondary index).
 Retrieve a single record if the search-key is a candidate key

EA5 = HTi + 1
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 Retrieve multiple records (each may be on a different block) if the search-
key  is not a candidate key. EA5 = HTi + SC(A, r)

Join operation:
 Compute the theta join, r  s

for each tuple tr in r do begin
for each tuple ts in s do begin

test pair (tr, ts) to see if they satisfy the join condition 
if they do, add tr · ts to the result.

end
end

 r is called the outer relation and s the inner relation of the join.
 Requires no indices and can be used with any kind of join condition.
 Expensive since it examines every pair of tuples in the two relations. If the

smaller relation fits entirely in main memory, use that relation as the inner
relation.

QUERY OPTIMIZATION:
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• A site-seeing trip
• Start : A SQL Query
• End: An execution plan
• Intermediate Stopovers

• query trees
• logical tree transforms
• strategy selection

• What happens after the journey?
• Execution plan is executed
• Query answer returned

Query Trees

Logical Transformation and Spatial Queries
• Traditional logical transform rules

• For relational queries with simple data types and operations
• CPU costs are much smaller and I/O costs

• Need to be reviewed for spatial queries
• complex data types, operations
• CPU cost is hgher

• Example:
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Query Processing and Optimizer process

“DF

Transaction processing:
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Transaction processing is designed to maintain a computer system (typically a database
or some modern filesystems) in a known, consistent state, by ensuring that any operations
carried out on the system that are interdependent are either all completed successfully or
all canceled successfully.

 Transaction processing allows multiple individual operations to be linked together
automatically as a single, indivisible transaction.

 The transaction-processing system ensures that either all operations in a
transaction are completed without error, or none of them are.

 If some of the operations are completed but errors occur when the others are
attempted, the transaction-processing system “rolls back” all of the operations of
the transaction (including the successful ones), thereby erasing all traces of the
transaction and restoring the system to the consistent, known state that it was in
before processing of the transaction began.

If all operations of a transaction are completed successfully, the transaction is committed
by the system, and all changes to the database are made permanent; the transaction
cannot be rolled back once this is done.

Transaction processing guards against hardware and software errors that might leave a
transaction partially completed, with the system left in an unknown, inconsistent state. If
the computer system crashes in the middle of a transaction, the transaction processing
system guarantees that all operations in any uncommitted (i.e., not completely processed)
transactions are cancelled.

Transactions are processed in a strict chronological order. If transaction n+1 intends to
touch the same portion of the database as transaction n, transaction n+1 does not begin
until transaction n is committed. Before any transaction is committed, all other
transactions affecting the same part of the system must also be committed; there can be
no “holes” in the sequence of preceding transactions.

Methodology:
The basic principles of all transaction-processing systems are the same. However, the
terminology may vary from one transaction-processing system to another, and the terms
used below are not necessarily universal.

Rollback:
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 Transaction-processing systems ensure database integrity by recording
intermediate states of the database as it is modified, then using these records to
restore the database to a known state if a transaction cannot be committed.

 For example, copies of information on the database prior to its modification by a
transaction are set aside by the system before the transaction can make any
modifications (this is sometimes called a before image). If any part of the
transaction fails before it is committed, these copies are used to restore the
database to the state it was in before the transaction began.

Rollforward:

It is also possible to keep a separate journal of all modifications to a database (sometimes
called after images); this is not required for rollback of failed transactions, but it is useful
for updating the database in the event of a database failure, so some transaction-
processing systems provide it.

If the database fails entirely, it must be restored from the most recent back-up. The back-
up will not reflect transactions committed since the back-up was made.

However, once the database is restored, the journal of after images can be applied to the
database (rollforward) to bring the database up to date. Any transactions in progress at
the time of the failure can then be rolled back.

The result is a database in a consistent, known state that includes the results of all
transactions committed up to the moment of failure.

Deadlocks:

In some cases, two transactions may, in the course of their processing, attempt to access
the same portion of a database at the same time, in a way that prevents them from
proceeding

. For example, transaction A may access portion X of the database, and transaction B may
access portion Y of the database.

If, at that point, transaction A then tries to access portion Y of the database while
transaction B tries to access portion X, a deadlock occurs, and neither transaction can
move forward. T

Concurrency control:
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Concurrency control in Database management systems other transactional objects, and
related distributed applications (e.g., Grid computing and Cloud computing) ensures that
database transactions are performed concurrently without violating the data integrity of
the respective databases.

 Thus concurrency control is an essential element for correctness in any system
where two database transactions or more, executed with time overlap, can access
the same data, e.g., virtually in any general-purpose database system.

 Consequently a vast body of related research has been accumulated since database
systems have emerged in the early 1970s.

 A well established concurrency control theory for database systems is outlined in
the references mentioned above: serializability theory, which allows to effectively
design and analyze concurrency control methods and mechanisms.

 An alternative theory for concurrency control of atomic transactions over abstract
data types is presented in (Lynch et al. 1993), and not utilized below. This theory
is more refined, complex, with a wider scope, and has been less utilized in the
Database literature than the classical theory above.

 Each theory has its pros and cons, emphasis and insight. To some extent they are
complementary, and their merging may be useful.

Database transaction and the ACID rules

The concept of a database transaction (or atomic transaction) has evolved in order to
enable both a well understood database system behavior in a faulty environment where
crashes can happen any time, and recovery from a crash to a well understood database
state.

A database transaction is a unit of work, typically encapsulating a number of operations
over a database (e.g., reading a database object, writing, acquiring lock, etc.), an
abstraction supported in database and also other systems.

Each transaction has well defined boundaries in terms of which program/code executions
are included in that transaction (determined by the transaction's programmer via special
transaction commands).

Every database transaction obeys the following rules (by support in the database system;
i.e., a database system is designed to guarantee them for the transactions it runs)

 Atomicity –
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 Either the effects of all or none of its operations remain ("all or nothing"
semantics) when a transaction is completed (committed or aborted respectively).

 In other words, to the outside world a committed transaction appears (by its
effects on the database) to be indivisible, atomic, and an aborted transaction does
not leave effects on the database at all, as if never existed.

 Consistency - Every transaction must leave the database in a consistent (correct)
state, i.e., maintain the predetermined integrity rules of the database (constraints
upon and among the database's objects).

 A transaction must transform a database from one consistent state to another
consistent state (however, it is the responsibility of the transaction's programmer
to make sure that the transaction itself is correct, i.e., performs correctly what it
intends to perform (from the application's point of view) while the predefined
integrity rules are enforced by the DBMS). Thus since a database can be normally
changed only by transactions, all the database's states are consistent. An aborted
transaction does not change the database state it has started from, as if it never
existed (atomicity above).

 Isolation - Transactions cannot interfere with each other (as an end result of their
executions). Moreover, usually (depending on concurrency control method) the
effects of an incomplete transaction are not even visible to another transaction.
Providing isolation is the main goal of concurrency control.

 Durability - Effects of successful (committed) transactions must persist through
crashes (typically by recording the transaction's effects and its commit event in a
non-volatile memory).
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RECOVERY.

Recovery after failure?
 Distributed recovery maintains atomicity and durability
 What happens then?

– Abort transactions affected by the failure
 Including all subtransactions

– Flag the site as failed
– Check for recovery or wait for message to confirm
– On restart, abort partial transactions which were active at the

time of the failure
– Perform local recovery
– Update copy of database to be consistent with remainder of the

system

• Recovery Protocol

 Failure can occur through
– Loss of message

 By network protocol
 DDBMS deals with it transparently

– Loss of a communication link
 Network partitioning (see diagram)

– Site failure
 E.g. S4 out of contact with S1

– S4 crashed?
– Link down?
– Partitioned?
– S4 busy?

S4

S5

S1

S2

S3
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Protocols at failed site to complete all transactions outstanding at the
time of failures.

• Classes of failures
1. Site failure
2. Lost messages
3. Network partitioning
4. Byzantine failures

• Effects of failures
1. Inconsistent database
2. Transaction processing is blocked
3. Failed component unavailable

• Independent Recovery
A recovering site makes a transition directly to a final state without

communicating with other sites.
• Lemma

For a protocol, if a local state’s concurrency set contains both an abort
and commit, it is not resilient to an arbitrary failure of a single site.
Si →   commit because other sites may be in abort
Si →   abort because other sites may be in commit
Rule 1: S: Intermediate state
If C(s) contains a commit failure transition from S to commit
Otherwise failure transition from S to abort
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Database Tuning:

 Database tuning describes a group of activities used to optimize and homogenize
the performance of a database.

 It usually overlaps with query tuning, but refers to design of the database files,
selection of the database management system (DBMS), operating system and
CPU the DBMS runs on.

 The goal is to maximize use of system resources to perform work as efficiently
and rapidly as possible.

 Most systems are designed to manage work efficiently, but it is possible to greatly
improve performance by customizing settings and the configuration for the
database and the DBMS being tuned

I/O tuning
Hardware and software configuration of disk subsystems are examined: RAID levels and
configuration [1], block and stripe size allocation, and the configuration of disks,
controller cards, storage cabinets, and external storage systems such as a SAN.
Transaction logs and temporary spaces are heavy consumers of I/O, and affect
performance for all users of the database. Placing them appropriately is crucial.

Frequently joined tables and indexes are placed so that as they are requested from file
storage, they can be retrieved in parallel from separate disks simultaneously. Frequently
accessed tables and indexes are placed on separate disks to balance I/O and prevent read
queuing.

DBMS tuning:
DBMS tuning refers to tuning of the DBMS and the configuration of the memory and
processing resources of the computer running the DBMS. This is typically done through
configuring the DBMS, but the resources involved are shared with the host system.

Tuning the DBMS can involve setting the recovery interval (time needed to restore the
state of data to a particular point in time), assigning parallelism (the breaking up of work
from a single query into tasks assigned to different processing resources), and network
protocols used to communicate with database consumers.

Memory is allocated for data, execution plans, procedure cache, and work space. It is
much faster to access data in memory than data on storage, so maintaining a sizable cache
of data makes activities perform faster. The same consideration is given to work space.
Caching execution plans and procedures means that they are reused instead of recompiled
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when needed. It is important to take as much memory as possible, while leaving enough
for other processes and the OS to use without excessive paging of memory to storage.

Processing resources are sometimes assigned to specific activities to improve
concurrency. On a server with eight processors, six could be reserved for the DBMS to
maximize available processing resources for the database.

Database maintenance:
Database maintenance includes backups, column statistics updates, and defragmentation
of data inside the database files.[2]

On a heavily used database, the transaction log grows rapidly. Transaction log entries
must be removed from the log to make room for future entries. Frequent transaction log
backups are smaller, so they interrupt database activity for shorter periods of time.

DBMS use statistic histograms to find data in a range against a table or index. Statistics
updates should be scheduled frequently and sample as much of the underlying data as
possible. Accurate and updated statistics allow query engines to make good decisions
about execution plans, as well as efficiently locate data.

Defragmentation of table and index data increases efficiency in accessing data. The
amount of fragmentation depends on the nature of the data, how it is changed over time,
and the amount of free space in database pages to accept inserts of data without creating
additional pages.
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Parallel Databases:

A parallel database system seeks to improve performance through parallelization of
various operations, such as loading data, building indexes and evaluating queries.
Although data may be stored in a distributed fashion, the distribution is governed solely
by performance considerations. Parallel databases improve processing and input/ouput
speeds by using multiple CPUs and disks in parallel. Centralized and client–server
database systems are not powerful enough to handle such applications. In parallel
processing, many operations are performed simultaneously, as opposed to serial
processing, in which the computational steps are performed sequentially.

Parallel databases can be roughly divided into two groups, the first group of architecture
is the multiprocessor architecture, the alternatives of which are the followings :

 Shared memory architecture, where multiple processors share the main memory
space, as well as mass storage (e.g. hard disk drives).

 Shared disk architecture, where each node has its own main memory, but all
nodes share mass storage, usually a storage area network. In practice, each node
usually also has multiple processors.

 Shared nothing architecture, where each node has its own mass storage as well
as main memory.

The other architecture group is called hybrid architecture, which includes:

 Non-Uniform Memory Architecture (NUMA), which involves the Non-Uniform
Memory Access.

 Cluster (shared nothing + shared disk: SAN/NAS), which is formed by a group of
connected computers.
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Inter& Intra Query Parallelism:

Parallelism :

Components of a task, such as a database query, can be run in parallel to dramatically enhance
performance. The nature of the task, the database configuration, and the hardware environment, all
determine how DB2(R) Universal Database (DB2 UDB) will perform a task in parallel. These
considerations are interrelated, and should be considered together when you work on the physical and
logical design of a database. The following types of parallelism are supported by DB2 UDB:

 I/O
 Query
 Utility

Input/output parallelism

When there are multiple containers for a table space, the datbase manager can exploit parallel I/O.
Parallel I/O refers to the process of writing to, or reading from, two or more I/O devices simultaneously;
it can result in significant improvements in throughput.

Query parallelism

There are two types of query parallelism: interquery parallelism and intraquery parallelism.

Interquery parallelism refers to the ability of the database to accept queries from multiple applications
at the same time. Each query runs independently of the others, but DB2 UDB runs all of them at the
same time. DB2 UDB has always supported this type of parallelism.

Intraquery parallelism refers to the simultaneous processing of parts of a single query, using either
intrapartition parallelism, interpartition parallelism, or both.

Intrapartition parallelism

Intrapartition parallelism refers to the ability to break up a query into multiple parts. Some DB2 UDB
utilities also perform this type of parallelism.

Intrapartition parallelism subdivides what is usually considered a single database operation such as
index creation, database loading, or SQL queries into multiple parts, many or all of which can be run in
parallel within a single database partition.

The pieces are copies of each other. To utilize intrapartition parallelism, you must configure the
database appropriately. You can choose the degree of parallelism or let the system do it for you. The
degree of parallelism represents the number of pieces of a query running in parallel.

. Intrapartition parallelism
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Interpartition parallelism

Interpartition parallelism refers to the ability to break up a query into multiple parts across multiple
partitions of a partitioned database, on one machine or multiple machines. The query is run in parallel.
Some DB2 UDB utilities also perform this type of parallelism.

Interpartition parallelism subdivides what is usually considered a single database operation such as
index creation, database loading, or SQL queries into multiple parts, many or all of which can be run in
parallel across multiple partitions of a partitioned database on one machine or on multiple machines.

The degree of parallelism is largely determined by the number of partitions you create and how you
define your database partition groups.
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Interpartition parallelism :

Simultaneous intrapartition and interpartition parallelism

You can use intrapartition parallelism and interpartition parallelism at the same time. This combination
provides two dimensions of parallelism, resulting in an even more dramatic increase in the speed at
which queries are processed.
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Simultaneous interpartition and intrapartition parallelism
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DISTRIBUTED   DATABASES :

 mimics organisational structure with data
 local access and autonomy without exclusion
 cheaper to create and easier to expand
 improved availability/reliability/performance by removing reliance

on a central site
 Reduced communication overhead

 Most data access is local, less expensive and performs
better

 Improved processing power
 Many machines handling the database rather than a

single server

 more complex to implement
 more costly to maintain
 security and integrity control
 standards and experience are lacking
 Design issues are more complex

1.2 DISTRIBUTED   DATABASES ARCHITECTURE

 Defines the structure of the system
o components identified
o functions of each component defined
o interrelationships and interactions between components

defined

What is a distributed database?www.R
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“A logically interrelated collection of shared data (and a description of this
data), physically distributed over a computer network”
(DDBMS) is the software that manages the DDB and provides an access

mechanism that makes this distribution transparent to the users.

DDBS = DB + Communication
non-centralised
DDBMS
–Motivated by need to integrate operational data and to provide controlled
access
–manages the Distributed database
–makes the distribution transparent to the user

Centralized DBMS on a Network

Site 5

Site 1
Site 2
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Distributed DBMS Environment

Implicit Assumptions

Site 5

Site 1
Site 2

Site 3Site 4
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 Data stored at a number of sites  each site logically consists of a
single processor.

 Processors at different sites are interconnected by a computer network
 no multiprocessors
o parallel database systems

 Distributed database is a database, not a collection of files  data
logically related as exhibited in the users’ access patterns
o relational data model

 D-DBMS is a full-fledged DBMS
o not remote file system, not a TP system

Dimensions of the Problem
 Distribution

o Whether the components of the system are located on the same
machine or not

 Heterogeneity
o Various levels (hardware, communications, operating system)
o DBMS important one

 data model, query language,transaction management
algorithms

 Autonomy
o Not well understood and most troublesome
o Various versions

 Design autonomy: Ability of a component DBMS to
decide on issues related to its own design.

 Communication autonomy: Ability of a component
DBMS to decide whether and how to communicate with
other DBMSs.

 Execution autonomy: Ability of a component DBMS to
execute local operations in any manner it wants to.

Issues of a DDBMS
Data Allocation
–Where to locate data and whether to replicate?
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Data Fragmentation
–Partition the database
Distributed catalog management
Distributed transactions
Distributed Queries
Making all of the above transparent to the user is the key of DDBMS’s
Replication
If a site (or network path) fails, the data held there is unavailable
Consider replication (duplication) of data to improve availability
No replication:
–Disjoint fragments
Partial replication:
–Site dependent
Full replication:
–Every site has copy of all data
–slows down update for consistency
–expensive

Advantages of distributed databases
 Capacity and incremental growth
 Increase reliability and availability
 Modularity
 Reduced communication overhead
 Protection of valuable data
 Efficiency and Flexibility

Disadvantages of distributed databases
 DDB design more complex, fragmentation & replication; extra

work must be done by the DBAs to ensure that the distributed
nature of the system is transparent.

 Economics,
 Concurrency control,
 Inexperience,
 Security,
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 Difficult to maintain integrity

Applications
 Manufacturing - especially multi-plant manufacturing
 Military command and control
 Electronic fund transfers and electronic trading
 Corporate MIS
 Airline restrictions
 Hotel chains

FRAGMENTATION:

Distribution Design Issues
 Why fragment at all?
 How to fragment?
 How much to fragment?
 How to test correctness?
 How to allocate?
 Information requirements?

 Can't we just distribute relations?
 What is a reasonable unit of distribution?

o relation
 views are subsets of relations ê locality
 extra communication

o fragments of relations (sub-relations)
 concurrent execution of a number of transactions that access

different portions of a relation
 views that cannot be defined on a single fragment will require

extra processing
 semantic data control (especially integrity enforcement) more

difficult

Types of Fragmentation
 Horizontal Fragmentation (HF)

– splitting the database by rows
– e.g. A-J in site 1, K-S in site 2 and T-Z in site 3
o Primary Horizontal Fragmentation (PHF)
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o Derived Horizontal Fragmentation (DHF)
 Vertical Fragmentation (VF)

– Splitting database by columns/fields
– e.g. columns/fields 1-3 in site A, 4-6 in site B
– Take the primary key to all sites

 Hybrid Fragmentation (HF)

Horizontal and vertical could even be combined
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QUERY PROCESSING:

 using client-server architecture
 user creates query
 client parses and sends to server(s) (SQL?)
 servers return appropriate Tables
 client combines into one Table
 Issue of data transfer cost over a network

o optimise the query to transfer the least amount

Query Processing Components

 Query language that is used
o SQL: “intergalactic dataspeak”

 Query execution methodology
o The steps that one goes through in executing high-level (declarative) user

queries.
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 Query optimization
o How do we determine the “best” execution plan?

Query Optimization Objectives
 Minimize a cost function

 I/O cost + CPU cost + communication cost
 These might have different weights in different distributed

environments
 Wide area networks

o communication cost will dominate
 low bandwidth
 low speed
 high protocol overhead

o most algorithms ignore all other cost components
 Local area networks

o communication cost not that dominant
o total cost function should be considered

 Can also maximize throughput
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Query Optimization Issues – Types of Optimizers
 Exhaustive search

o cost-based
o optimal
o combinatorial complexity in the number of relations

 Heuristics
o not optimal
o regroup common sub-expressions
o perform selection, projection first
o replace a join by a series of semijoins
o reorder operations to reduce intermediate relation size
o optimize individual operations

Optimization Granularity
 Single query at a time

o cannot use common intermediate results
 Multiple queries at a time

o efficient if many similar queries
o decision space is much larger

Optimization Timing
 Static

o compilation Þ optimize prior to the execution
o difficult to estimate the size of the intermediate results  Þ error

propagation
o can amortize over many executions
o R*

 Dynamic
o run time optimization
o exact information on the intermediate relation sizes
o have to reoptimize for multiple executions
o Distributed INGRES

 Hybrid
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o compile using a static algorithm
o if the error in estimate sizes > threshold, reoptimize at run time
o MERMAID

Statistics
 Relation

o cardinality
o size of a tuple
o fraction of tuples participating in a join with another relation

 Attribute
o cardinality of domain
o actual number of distinct values

 Common assumptions
o independence between different attribute values
o uniform distribution of attribute values within their domain

Decision Sites
 Centralized

o single site determines the “best” schedule
o simple
o need knowledge about the entire distributed database

 Distributed
o cooperation among sites to determine the schedule
o need only local information
o cost of cooperation

 Hybrid
o one site determines the global schedule

 each site optimizes the local subqueries
Network Topology
 Wide area networks (WAN) – point-to-point

o characteristics
 low bandwidth
 low speed
 high protocol overhead

o communication cost will dominate; ignore all other cost factors
o global schedule to minimize communication cost
o local schedules according to centralized query optimization
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 Local area networks (LAN)
o communication cost not that dominant
o total cost function should be considered
o broadcasting can be exploited (joins)
o special algorithms exist for star networks

Step 1 – Query Decomposition
 Input :  Calculus query on global relations

 Normalization
o manipulate query quantifiers and qualification

 Analysis
o detect and reject “incorrect” queries
o possible for only a subset of relational calculus

 Simplification
o eliminate redundant predicates

 Restructuring
o calculus query Þ algebraic query
o more than one translation is possible
o use transformation rules
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Step 2 – Data Localization
 Input:  Algebraic query on distributed relations
 Determine which fragments are involved
 Localization program

o substitute for each global query its materialization program
o optimize

Step 3 – Global Query Optimization
 Input:  Fragment query
 Find the best (not necessarily optimal) global schedule

o Minimize a cost function
o Distributed join processing

 Bushy vs. linear trees
 Which relation to ship where?
 Ship-whole vs ship-as-needed

o Decide on the use of semijoins
 Semijoin saves on communication at the expense of more

local processing.
o Join methods

 nested loop vs ordered joins (merge join or hash join)

Centralized Query Optimization
 INGRES

o dynamic
o interpretive

 System R
o static
o exhaustive search

Distributed Query Processing
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12 Rules of DDBMS :
1. Local autonomy
2. No reliance on a central site
3. Continuous operation
4. Location independence
5. Fragmentation independence
6. Replication independence
7. Distributed Query processing
8. Distributed transaction processing
9. Hardware independence
10.Operating System independence
11.Network independence
12.Database independencewww.R
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TRANSACTION PROCESSING:
Transaction
A transaction is a collection of actions that make consistent transformations
of system states while preserving system consistency.

à concurrency transparency
à failure transparency

Begin
Transaction

End
Transaction

Execution of
Transaction

Text T1 T2 Text

Text T3 T1 Text

S
i
t
e

3
:

T
2

w
a
i
t
i
n
g

f
o
r

T
3
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CONCURRENCY CONTROL:
 The problem of synchronizing concurrent transactions such

that the consistency of the database is maintained while, at
the same time, maximum degree of concurrency is achieved.

 Anomalies:
o Lost updates

 The effects of some transactions are not reflected
on the database.

o Inconsistent retrievals
 A transaction, if it reads the same data item more

than once, should always read the same value.

 Extends centralised concurrency mechanisms
 Multiple copies of data items

o maintain consistency
 failures in individual sites/network

o continue operations, update and rejoin
 distributed commit

o 2-phase protocol (local and global)
 distributed deadlock

 Global serialisation must occur
o i.e. serialise local serialisations!
o Locks and timestamping apply

 If database not replicated and transactions all local or performable at
one remote site then:
o Use centralised concurrency mechanisms

 Otherwise mechanisms need to be extended
o To deal with replication or transactions involving multiple sites

 Need to consider deadlocks at local and global levels
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Distributed Locks
 Just like centralised mechanisms…. But we need to consider locks

that manage replication and sub-transactions
 Four modes of management possible:

o Centralised 2PL
 Read any copy, update all for updates
 Single site, bottleneck, failure?

o Primary Copy 2PL
 Distributes locks, one copy designated primary, others

slaves
 Only primary copy locked for updates, slaves updated

later
o Distributed 2PL

 Each site manages its own data locks
 All copies locked for an update, high cost of comms

o Majority Locking

Diagrammatic representation
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 Centralised: e.g. Site 1 is the only Lock Manager
 Primary Copy: e.g. Site 1 handles locks on D1/D3

o Site 3 handles locks on D2
o remember the site does NOT have to hold the PC

 Distributed:  All sites lock own data
(lock all copies for writing)

Majority Locking
 Extension of distributed 2PL
 Doesn’t lock all copies before update
 Needs more than half of locks on a copy to proceed
 If so, it informs other sites
 Otherwise it cancels request
 Only one transaction with an exclusive lock
 Many transactions can hold a majority lock on a shared lock

D1
D2

D1  (PC)
D2
D3  (PC)

D2  (PC)
D3

D=Data item  (PC=Primary Copy, only for Primary copy
2PL)

Site 1 Site 2

Site 3
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Deadlock

Example

T3 waiting for T1

T1 waiting for T2

T2 waiting for T3

T1

1.
Text T2 T3 Text

Site 1 sends WFG to site 2, site 2 combines WFG to

Text T3 T1 T2 Text

Site 2 sends WFG to site 3, site 3 combines WFG to

Text T3 T1 T2 T3 Text

Definitely Deadlock!
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Distributed Reliability Protocols
 Commit protocols

o How to execute commit command for distributed transactions.
o Issue: how to ensure atomicity and durability?

 Termination protocols
o If a failure occurs, how can the remaining operational sites deal

with it.
o Non-blocking : the occurrence of failures should not force the

sites to wait until the failure is repaired to terminate the
transaction.

 Recovery protocols
o When a failure occurs, how do the sites where the failure

occurred deal with it.
o Independent : a failed site can determine the outcome of a

transaction without having to obtain remote information.
 Independent recovery Þ non-blocking termination

RECOVERY.

Recovery after failure?
 Distributed recovery maintains atomicity and durability
 What happens then?

– Abort transactions affected by the failure
 Including all subtransactions

– Flag the site as failed
– Check for recovery or wait for message to confirm
– On restart, abort partial transactions which were active at the

time of the failure
– Perform local recovery
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– Update copy of database to be consistent with remainder of the
system

• Recovery Protocol
Protocols at failed site to complete all transactions outstanding at the

time of failures.
• Classes of failures

1. Site failure
2. Lost messages
3. Network partitioning
4. Byzantine failures

• Effects of failures
1. Inconsistent database
2. Transaction processing is blocked
3. Failed component unavailable

• Independent Recovery
A recovering site makes a transition directly to a final state without

communicating with other sites.
• Lemma

For a protocol, if a local state’s concurrency set contains both an abort
and commit, it is not resilient to an arbitrary failure of a single site.
Si →   commit because other sites may be in abort
Si →   abort because other sites may be in commit
Rule 1: S: Intermediate state
If C(s) contains a commit failure transition from S to commit
Otherwise failure transition from S to abort
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INTRODUCTION TO OBJECT ORIENTED DATA BASES:

Unique Object identifiers
o Persistent object handling
 Is the coupling of Object Oriented (OOP) Programming

principles with Database Management System (DBMS) principles
o Provides access to persisted objects using the same OO-

programming language

Advantages of OODBS
 Designer can specify the structure of objects and their behavior

(methods)
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2.2APPROACHES
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III. Current Trends: 3 - Object DBMSs Slide 25/23

14.9 Advantages/disadvantages of OODBMSs

Advantages/disadvantages of OODBMSs
Advantages:
• Enriched Modeling Capabilities.
• Extensibility.
• Removal of Impedance Mismatch.
• More Expressive Query
Language.
• Support for Schema Evolution.
• Support for Long Duration Ts.
• Applicability to Advanced
Database Apps.
• Improved Performance.

Disadvantages:
• Lack of Universal Data Model.
• Lack of Experience.
• Lack of Standards.
• Query Optimization compromises
Encapsulation.
• Object Level Locking may impact
Performance.
• Complexity.
• Lack of Support for Views.
• Lack of Support for Security.

2.3MODELING AND DESIGN

Basically, an OODBMS is an object database that provides DBMS
capabilities to objects thathave been created using an object-oriented
programming language (OOPL). The basic principle is to add persistence to
objects and to make objects persistent.

Consequently application programmers who use OODBMSs typically
write programs in a native OOPL such as Java, C++ or Smalltalk, and the
language has some kind of Persistent class, Database class, Database
Interface, or Database API that provides DBMS functionality as, effectively,
an extension of the OOPL.
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Object-oriented DBMSs, however, go much beyond simply adding
persistence to any one object-oriented programming language. This is
because, historically, many object-oriented DBMSs were built to serve the
market for computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing
(CAD/CAM) applications in which features like fast navigational access,
versions, and long transactions are extremely important.

Object-oriented DBMSs, therefore, support advanced object-oriented
database applications with features like support for persistent objects from
more than one programming language, distribution of data, advanced
transaction models, versions, schema evolution, and dynamic generation of
new types.

Object data modeling
An object consists of three parts: structure (attribute, and relationship to
other objects like aggregation, and association), behavior (a set of
operations) and characteristic of types (generalization/serialization). An
object is similar to an entity in ER model; therefore we begin with an
example to demonstrate the structure and relationship.
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Attributes are like the fields in a relational model. However in the
Book example we have,for attributes publishedBy and writtenBy, complex
types Publisher and Author,which are also objects. Attributes with complex
objects, in RDNS, are usually other tableslinked by keys to the employee
table.

Relationships: publish and writtenBy are associations with I:N and
1:1 relationship; composed_of is an aggregation (a Book is composed of
chapters). The 1:N relationship is usually realized as attributes through
complex types and at the behavioral level. For example,

Generalization/Serialization is the is_a relationship, which is
supported in OODB through class hierarchy. An ArtBook is a Book,
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therefore the ArtBook class is a subclass of Book class. A subclass inherits
all the attribute and method of its superclass.

Message: means by which objects communicate, and it is a request
from one object to another to execute one of its methods. For example:
Publisher_object.insert (”Rose”, 123,…) i.e. request to execute the insert
method on a Publisher object )

Method: defines the behavior of an object. Methods can be used
. to change state by modifying its attribute values . to query the value of
selected attributes The method that responds to the message example is the
method insert defied in the Publisher class.

The main differences between relational database design and object
oriented database design include:

• Many-to-many relationships must be removed before entities can
be translated into relations. Many-to-many relationships can be implemented
directly in an object-oriented database.

• Operations are not represented in the relational data model.
Operations are one of the main components in an object-oriented
database.

• In the relational data model relationships are implemented by
primary and foreign keys. In the object model objects communicate through
their interfaces. The interface describes the data (attributes) and operations
(methods) that are visible to other objects.
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2.4PERSISTENCE
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 Drawbacks of persistent programming languages
o Due to power of most programming languages, it is easy to

make programming errors that damage the database.
o Complexity of languages makes automatic high-level
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o Do not support declarative querying as well as relational

databases
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QUERY LANGUAGES:

 Declarative query language
 Not computationally complete

 Syntax based on SQL (select, from, where)
 Additional flexibility (queries with user defined operators and types)
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Complex Data and Queries
A Water Resource Management example
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6TRANSACTION
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CONCURRENCY

A
database of state wide water projects
 Includes a library of picture slides
 Indexing according to predefined concepts – prohibitively expensive
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 Type of queries
 Geographic locations
 Reservoir levels during droughts
 Recent flood conditions, etc

 Addressing these queries
 Linking this database to landmarks on a topographic map
 Examining the captions for each slide
 Implementing image-understanding programs
 Inspecting images and ascertaining attributes

 These type of queries necessitate    dedicated “methods”
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MULTI VERSION LOCKS:

Multiversion concurrency control (abbreviated MCC or MVCC),
in the database field of computer science, is a concurrency control method
commonly used by database management systems to provide concurrent
access to the database and in programming languages to implement
transactional memory[1].

For instance, a database will implement updates not by deleting an old piece
of data and overwriting it with a new one, but instead by marking the old
data as obsolete and adding the newer "version." Thus there are multiple
versions stored, but only one is the latest. This allows the database to avoid
overhead of filling in holes in memory or disk structures but requires
(generally) the system to periodically sweep through and delete the old,
obsolete data objects. For a document-oriented database such as CouchDB,
Riak or MarkLogic Server it also allows the system to optimize documents
by writing entire documents onto contiguous sections of disk—when
updated, the entire document can be re-written rather than bits and pieces cut
out or maintained in a linked, non-contiguous database structure.

MVCC also provides potential "point in time" consistent views. In fact read
transactions under MVCC typically use a timestamp or transaction ID to
determine what state of the DB to read, and read these "versions" of the data.
This avoids managing locks for read transactions because writes can be
isolated by virtue of the old versions being maintained, rather than through a
process of locks or mutexes. Writes affect future "version" but at the
transaction ID that the read is working at, everything is guaranteed to be
consistent because the writes are occurring at a later transaction ID.

In other words, MVCC provides each user connected to the database with a
"snapshot" of the database for that person to work with. Any changes made
will not be seen by other users of the database until the transaction has been
committed
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MVCC uses timestamps or increasing transaction IDs to achieve
transactional consistency. MVCC ensures a transaction never has to wait for
a database object by maintaining several versions of an object. Each version
would have a write timestamp and it would let a transaction (Ti) read the
most recent version of an object which precedes the transaction timestamp
(TS(Ti)).

If a transaction (Ti) wants to write to an object, and if there is another
transaction (Tk), the timestamp of Ti must precede the timestamp of Tk (i.e.,
TS(Ti) < TS(Tk)) for the object write operation to succeed. Which is to say a
write cannot complete if there are outstanding transactions with an earlier
timestamp.

Every object would also have a read timestamp, and if a transaction Ti
wanted to write to object P, and the timestamp of that transaction is earlier
than the object's read timestamp (TS(Ti) < RTS(P)), the transaction Ti is
aborted and restarted. Otherwise, Ti creates a new version of P and sets the
read/write timestamps of P to the timestamp of the transaction TS(Ti).

The obvious drawback to this system is the cost of storing multiple versions
of objects in the database. On the other hand reads are never blocked, which
can be important for workloads mostly involving reading values from the
database. MVCC is particularly adept at implementing true snapshot
isolation, something which other methods of concurrency control frequently
do either incompletely or with high performance costs.

At t1 the state of a DB could be

Time Object 1 Object 2
t1 "Hello" "Bar"
t0 "Foo" "Bar"

This indicates that the current set of this database (perhaps a key-value store
database) is Object1="Hello", Object2="Bar". Previously, Object1 was
"Foo" but that value has been superseded. It is not deleted because the
database holds "multiple versions" but will be deleted later.
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If a long running transaction starts a read operation, it will operate at
transaction "t1" and see this state. If there is a concurrent update (during that
long-running read transaction) which deletes Object 2 and adds Object 3 =
"foo-bar" the database state will look like:

Time Object 1 Object 2 Object 3
t2 "Hello" (deleted) "Foo-Bar"
t1 "Hello" "Bar"
t0 "Foo" "Bar"

Now there is a new version as of transaction ID t2. Note, critically, that the
long-running read transaction *still has access to a coherent snapshot of the
system at t1* even though the write transaction added data as of t2, so the
read transaction is able to run in isolation from the update transaction that
created the t2 values. This is how MVCC allows isolated, ACID, reads
without any locks (the write transaction does need to use locks).
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RECOVERY:
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POST GRES:

PostgreSQL, often simply Postgres, is an object-relational database management system
(ORDBMS) available for many platforms including Linux, FreeBSD, Solaris, MS
Windows and Mac OS X.[6]

It is released under the PostgreSQL License, which is an MIT-style license, and is thus
free and open source software. As with many other open-source programs, PostgreSQL is
not controlled by any single company — a global community of developers and
companies develop the system. It is ACID-compliant, is fully transactional (including all
DDL statements), implements the majority of the SQL:2008 standard[7] has extensible
data types, operators and indexes, and there are a large number of extensions that have
been written for it.

The vast majority of Linux distributions have PostgreSQL available in supplied packages.
Mac OS X, starting with Lion, has PostgreSQL server as its standard default database in
the server edition[8][9], and PostgreSQL client tools in the desktop edition.

Procedural languages

Procedural languages (often called stored procedures) allow blocks of code to be
executed by the database server, and can be written in programming languages other than
SQL and C. Procedural languages can be used to create user-defined functions
(subroutine, trigger, aggregates and window functions), and can also be used in ad hoc
"DO" blocks. The following four procedural languages are provided by a standard
PostgreSQL installation:

 PL/pgSQL, a built-in language that resembles Oracle's PL/SQL procedural
language

 PL/Tcl, provides Tcl
 PL/Perl, provides Perl
 PL/Python, provides Python, either version 2 or 3

Other non-standard procedural languages that have been developed outside the core
distribution include (but are not limited to):

 PL/Java (Java)
 PL/Js (Javascript)
 PL/LOLCODE (LOLCODE)
 PL/Lua (Lua)
 PL/OpenCL for GPU-accelerated functionality (OpenCL)
 PL/Parrot (Parrot)
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 PL/PHP (PHP)
 PL/Proxy (wiki article)
 PL/R (R)
 PL/Ruby (Ruby)
 PL/scheme (Scheme)
 PL/sh (any Unix-like shell)
 PL/V8 (implements V8 Javascript engine)

Indexes:

PostgreSQL includes built-in support for B+-tree, hash, generalized search trees (GiST)
and generalized inverted indexes (GIN). In addition, user-defined index methods can be
created, although this is quite an involved process. Indexes in PostgreSQL also support
the following features:

 Expression indexes can be created with an index of the result of an expression or
function, instead of simply the value of a column.

 Partial indexes, which only index part of a table, can be created by adding a
WHERE clause to the end of the CREATE INDEX statement. This allows a smaller index
to be created.

 The planner is capable of using multiple indexes together to satisfy complex
queries, using temporary in-memory bitmap index operations.

[edit] Triggers

Triggers are events triggered by the action of SQL DML statements. For example, an
INSERT statement might activate a trigger that checked if the values of the statement
were valid. Most triggers are only activated by either INSERT or UPDATE statements.

Triggers are fully supported and can be attached to tables and as of 9.1, this also includes
views. Views in versions prior to 9.1 can have rules, though. Multiple triggers are fired in
alphabetical order. In addition to calling functions written in the native PL/PgSQL,
triggers can also invoke functions written in other languages like PL/Perl.

[edit] MVCC

PostgreSQL manages concurrency through a system known as multiversion concurrency
control (MVCC), which gives each user a "snapshot" of the database, allowing changes
to be made without being visible to other users until a transaction is committed. This
largely eliminates the need for read locks, and ensures the database maintains the ACID
(atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability) principles in an efficient manner
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Rules:

Rules allow the "query tree" of an incoming query to be rewritten. One common usage is
to implement views, including updatable views. Rules, or more properly, "Query Re-
Write Rules", are attached to a table/class and "Re-Write" the incoming DML (select,
insert, update, and/or delete) into one or more queries that either replace the original
DML statement or execute in addition to it. Query Re-Write occurs after DML statement
parsing, but, before query planning.

Data types:

A wide variety of native data types are supported, including:

 Boolean
 Arbitrary precision numerics
 Character (text, varchar, char)
 Binary
 Date/time (timestamp/time with/without timezone, date, interval)
 Money
 Enum
 Bit strings
 Text search type
 Composite
 Variable length arrays (including text and composite types) up to 1 GB in total

storage size.
 Geometric primitives
 IPv4 and IPv6 addresses
 CIDR blocks and MAC addresses
 XML supporting XPath queries (as of 8.3)
 UUID (as of 8.3)

In addition, users can create their own data types which can usually be made fully
indexable via PostgreSQL's GiST infrastructure. Examples of these include the
geographic information system (GIS) data types from the PostGIS project for
PostgreSQL.

There is also a data type called a "domain", which is the same as any other data type but
with optional constraints defined by the creator of that domain. This means any data
entered into a column using the domain will have to conform to whichever constraints
were defined as part of the domain.
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JASMINE:

An object database (also object-oriented database management system) is a database
management system in which information is represented in the form of objects as used in
object-oriented programming. Object databases are different from relational databases
and belongs together to the broader database management system.

Object databases have been considered since the early 1980s and 1990s, they may be
slower in simple mass commercial data transaction. Object databases main usage is in
object oriented areas.

Adoption of object databases

Object databases based on persistent programming acquired a niche in application areas
such as engineering and spatial databases, telecommunications, and scientific areas such
as high energy physics and molecular biology.

Another group of object databases focuses on embedded use in devices, packaged
software, and real-time systems.

Technical features:

Most object databases also offer some kind of query language, allowing objects to be
found by a more declarative programming approach.

It is in the area of object query languages, and the integration of the query and
navigational interfaces, that the biggest differences between products are found. An
attempt at standardization was made by the ODMG with the Object Query Language,
OQL.

Access to data can be faster because joins are often not needed (as in a tabular
implementation of a relational database). This is because an object can be retrieved
directly without a search, by following pointers. (It could, however, be argued that
"joining" is a higher-level abstraction of pointer following.)

Another area of variation between products is in the way that the schema of a database is
defined. A general characteristic, however, is that the programming language and the
database schema use the same type definitions.

Multimedia applications are facilitated because the class methods associated with the data
are responsible for its correct interpretation.
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Many object databases, for example VOSS, offer support for versioning. An object can
be viewed as the set of all its versions. Also, object versions can be treated as objects in
their own right. Some object databases also provide systematic support for triggers and
constraints which are the basis of active databases.

The efficiency of such a database is also greatly improved in areas which demand
massive amounts of data about one item. For example, a banking institution could get the
user's account information and provide them efficiently with extensive information such
as transactions, account information entries etc. The Big O Notation for such a database
paradigm drops from O(n) to O(1), greatly increasing efficiency in these specific cases.

ODBMS Characteristics:

The characteristics of ODBMS are separated into three groups as follows:

Mandatory:

These are the characteristics which system satisfies in order to be an object database. This
includes the characteristics like:

 Encapsulation: Encapsulation has two views: programming language view and
the database adaptation of that view. Encapsulation is the representation of the data
object by its attributes and the various methods specified to manipulate those data
objects. In this, the operations performed on the data objects are visible but the data
and the implementation are hidden in those objects.

 Types and Classes: Type refers to the particular set of Objects in the system,
which has two parts,interface and the implementations. Generally interfaces are
visible to the user and the implementations are hidden. Class is a template for
creating the objects of a particular types having their own implementations. The new
objects can be created by performing new operation on the class.

 Inheritance: Inheritance is the most important feature of the object database as it
gives the hierarchical relationships between different objects at different levels and
gives code reusability. It helps in factoring and out shared the implementations and
specifications in system. There are different types of inheritance like substitution
inheritance, constraint inheritance, inclusion inheritance and specialization
inheritance.

 Complex Objects: Complex objects are built by using the basic data objects like
integers, strings, reals, and booleans. There are various complex data objects such as
array, list, indices, tuples, etc. We can define methods to manipulate these new
complex types.

 Object Identity: It is a very important issue in database,each object is uniquely
identified from the whole database or similar kinds of objects. Each object has a
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unique identity and we can access and edit the object by using the same. It can be
variable name or from a physical address space in memory.

 Extensibility: Database system has its own predefined set of data types, which we
can use to write new types and there is no usage difference between the one which
system has and the one we written, but there may be strong difference in the way two
are supported.

 Persistence: It is the ability of the system data to preserve or survive during
execution so that it can be further used by another process. Persistency provides the
reusability.

 Overriding and overloading: The use the same name for implementation of the
object methods or operations to represent the same data in different ways.

 Computational completeness: This property says that we can define or
implement any kind of computable function for the ODB, using DML of database
system. Computational complete system almost gives all the operation
implementation.

 Secondary storage management: The data in system is managed, so as to get the
quick and easier access. It is supported using different techniques, including data
clustering, indexing, query optimization, data buffering and access path selection.
These all are invisible to user. It has two levels of management: logical and physical.

 Concurrency: A good system must have concurrency techniques. When number
of users interacting with the user,the database system must provide same level of
service to all the users. It should avoid the system failure, incomplete transactions.

 Recovery: This feature also provides same level of service and should recover
itself to original state if system suffers from the hardware or software failures.[6][7][8]

Optional:

This category includes properties which are not mandatory but can be added to make the
object database more efficient to achieve more functionalities. This includes:

 Multiple inheritance
 Type checking and inferencing
 Distribution
 Design transactions
 Versions

]
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ODMG Model:
• Faithful translation of a design into a target environment
• Design should be free of target-environment dependencies
• Should generate target software algorithmically

– This preserves the application model as the source and
treats code as another view.

– Changes should be made in the application model, not the
code.

– In the absence of tools to do this translation automatically,
this ideal is hard to achieve.

ODMG
(Object Database Management Group)

• Goal: Develop a standard for object databases.
• Approach: Transparently integrate OO languages with DBs

– make the query language and the programming language
one and the same

– extend OO languages with persistence, concurrency control,
crash recovery, and query processing

– extend DBs by making objects appear like programming
objects in one of several OO programming languages

• Components
– ODL: Object Definition Language
– OML: Object Manipulation Language
– OQL: the query part of OML

B&B Example –
ODMG ODL Abstraction Diagram

• interface – names an ODL declaration
• extent – names the set of objects declared
• key[s] – declares keys
• persistent | transient – makes the extent persistent or transient
• attribute – declares an attribute
• readonly – makes an attribute a read-only attribute
• Set | List | Bag | Array – declares a collection type
• relationship – declares a relationship
• inverse – declares an inverse relationship
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GEMSTONE:

6
Database C oncepts
© Leo Mark

Models of Reality

REALITY
• structures
• processes

DATABASE SYSTEM

DATABASE

DML

DDL

 A database is a model of structures of reality
 The use of a database reflect processes of reality
 A database system is a software system which

supports the definition and use of a database
 DDL: Data Definition Language
 DML: Data Manipulation Language
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10
Database C oncepts
© Leo Mark

Use a DBMS when
this is important

 persistent storage of data
 centralized control of data
 control of redundancy
 control of consistency and

integrity
 multiple user support
 sharing of data
 data documentation
 data independence
 control of access and

security
 backup and recovery

Do not use a
DBMS when

 the initial investment in
hardware, software, and
training is too high

 the generality a DBMS
provides is not needed

 the overhead for security,
concurrency control, and
recovery is too high

 data and applications are
simple and stable

 real-time requirements
cannot be met by it

 multiple user access is not
needed
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ENHANCED DATA MODELS :

CLIENT/SERVER MODEL :
 Networked computing model
 Processes distributed between clients and servers
 Client – Workstation (usually a PC) that requests and uses a service
 Server – Computer (PC/mini/mainframe) that provides a service
 For DBMS, server is a database server

Database Server Architectures
 2-tiered approach
 Client is responsible for

o I/O processing logic
o Some business rules logic

 Server performs all data storage and access processing  DBMS is
only on server

 Advantages
o Clients do not have to be as powerful
o Greatly reduces data traffic on the network
o Improved data integrity since it is all processed centrally
o Stored procedures some business rules done on server
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GUI interface Browser
(I/O processing)

Business rules Web Server

Database server Data storage DBMS

 Thin Client
 PC just for user interface and a little application processing.

Limited or no data storage (sometimes no hard drive)www.R
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Three-tier architecture

Advantages of Three-Tier Architectures
 Scalability
 Technological flexibility
 Long-term cost reduction
 Better match of systems to business needs
 Improved customer service
 Competitive advantage
 Reduced risk
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Challenges of Three-tier Architectures
 High short-term costs
 Tools and training
 Experience
 Incompatible standards
 Lack of compatible end-user tools

Client/Server Security:
Network environment complex security issues
Security levels:

o System-level password security
 for allowing access to the system

o Database-level password security
 for determining access privileges to tables;

read/update/insert/delete privileges
o Secure client/server communication

 via encryption
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DATA WAREHOUSING AND DATA MINING

DATA WAREHOUSING
 Data sources often store only current data, not historical data
 Corporate decision making requires a unified view of all

organizational data, including historical data
 A data warehouse is a repository (archive) of information gathered

from multiple sources, stored under a unified schema, at a single site
o Greatly simplifies querying, permits study of historical trends
o Shifts decision support query load away from transaction

processing systems

Design Issues
 When and how to gather data

o Source driven architecture: data sources transmit new
information to warehouse, either continuously or periodically
(e.g. at night)
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o Destination driven architecture: warehouse periodically
requests new information from data sources

o Keeping warehouse exactly synchronized with data sources
(e.g. using two-phase commit) is too expensive
 Usually OK to have slightly out-of-date data at

warehouse
 Data/updates are periodically downloaded form online

transaction processing (OLTP) systems.
 What schema to use

o Schema integration
More Warehouse Design Issues
 Data cleansing

o E.g. correct mistakes in addresses (misspellings, zip code
errors)

o Merge address lists from different sources and purge duplicates
 How to propagate updates

o Warehouse schema may be a (materialized) view of schema
from data sources

 What data to summarize
o Raw data may be too large to store on-line
o Aggregate values (totals/subtotals) often suffice
o Queries on raw data can often be transformed by query

optimizer to use aggregate values
Warehouse Schemas
 Dimension values are usually encoded using small integers and

mapped to full values via dimension tables
 Resultant schema is called a star schema

o More complicated schema structures
 Snowflake schema: multiple levels of dimension tables
 Constellation: multiple fact tables

Data Warehouse Schemawww.R
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Data Mining
 Data mining is the process of semi-automatically analyzing large

databases to find useful patterns
 Prediction based on past history

o Predict if a credit card applicant poses a good credit risk, based
on some attributes (income, job type, age, ..) and past history

o Predict if a pattern of phone calling card usage is likely to be
fraudulent

 Some examples of prediction mechanisms:
o Classification

 Given a new item whose class is unknown, predict to
which class it belongs

o Regression formulae
 Given a set of mappings for an unknown function,

predict the function result for a new parameter value

 Descriptive Patterns
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o Associations
 Find books that are often bought by “similar” customers.  If a new

such customer buys one such book, suggest the others too.
o Associations may be used as a first step in detecting causation

 E.g. association between exposure to chemical X and cancer,
o Clusters

 E.g. typhoid cases were clustered in an area surrounding a
contaminated well

 Detection of clusters remains important in detecting epidemics

Classification Rules
 Classification rules help assign new objects to classes.

o E.g., given a new automobile insurance applicant, should he or
she be classified as low risk, medium risk or high risk?

 Classification rules for above example could use a variety of data,
such as educational level, salary, age, etc.
o  person P,  P.degree = masters and P.income > 75,000

 P.credit = excellent
o  person P,  P.degree = bachelors and

(P.income  25,000 and P.income  75,000)
 P.credit = good

 Rules are not necessarily exact: there may be some misclassifications
 Classification rules can be shown compactly as a decision tree.

Decision Tree
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Construction of Decision Trees
 Training set: a data sample in which the classification is already

known.
 Greedy top down generation of decision trees.

o Each internal node of the tree partitions the data into groups
based on a partitioning attribute, and a partitioning condition
for the node

o Leaf node:
 all (or most) of the items at the node belong to the same

class, or
 all attributes have been considered, and no further

partitioning is possible.
Best Splits
 Pick best attributes and conditions on which to partition
 The purity of a set S of training instances can be measured

quantitatively in several ways.
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o Notation: number of classes = k,  number of instances = |S|,
fraction of instances in class i = pi.

 The Gini measure of purity is defined as
 [

 Gini (S) = 1 - 
o When all instances are in a single class, the Gini value is 0
o It reaches its maximum (of 1 –1 /k) if each class the same

number of instances.

 Another measure of purity is the entropy measure, which is defined as
 entropy (S) = – 

 When a set S is split into multiple sets Si, I=1, 2, …, r, we can
measure the purity of the resultant set of sets as:

 purity(S1, S2, ….., Sr) = 
 The information gain due to particular split of S into Si, i = 1, 2, …., r

o Information-gain (S, {S1, S2, …., Sr) = purity(S ) – purity (S1, S2,
… Sr)

 Measure of “cost” of a split:
Information-content (S, {S1, S2, ….., Sr})) = – 

 Information-gain ratio =  Information-gain (S, {S1, S2, ……, Sr})
 Information-content (S, {S1, S2, …..,

Sr})
 The best split is the one that gives the maximum information gain

ratio
Finding Best Splits
 Categorical attributes (with no meaningful order):

o Multi-way split, one child for each value
o Binary split: try all possible breakup of values into two sets,

and pick the best
 Continuous-valued attributes (can be sorted in a meaningful order)

o Binary split:
 Sort values, try each as a split point
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 E.g. if values are 1, 10, 15, 25, split at 1,  10, 
15

 Pick the value that gives best split
o Multi-way split:

 A series of binary splits on the same attribute has roughly
equivalent effect

Decision-Tree Construction Algorithm
Procedure GrowTree (S )

Partition (S );

Procedure Partition (S)
if ( purity (S ) > p or |S| < s ) then

return;
for each attribute A

evaluate splits on attribute A;
Use  best split found (across all attributes) to partition

S into S1, S2, …., Sr,
for i = 1, 2, ….., r

Partition (Si );
Other Types of Classifiers
 Neural net classifiers are studied in artificial intelligence and are not

covered here
 Bayesian classifiers use Bayes theorem, which says

 p (cj | d ) = p (d | cj ) p (cj )
p ( d )

Regression
 Regression deals with the prediction of a value, rather than a class.

o Given values for a set of variables, X1, X2, …, Xn, we wish to
predict the value of a variable Y.

 One way is to infer coefficients a0, a1, a1, …, an such that
Y = a0 + a1 * X1 + a2 * X2 + … + an * Xn
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 Finding such a linear polynomial is called linear regression.
o In general, the process of finding a curve that fits the data is

also called curve fitting.
 The fit may only be approximate

o because of noise in the data, or
o because the relationship is not exactly a polynomial

 Regression aims to find coefficients that give the best possible fit.

Association Rules
 Retail shops are often interested in associations between different

items that people buy.
o Someone who buys bread is quite likely also to buy milk
o A person who bought the book Database System Concepts is

quite likely also to buy the book Operating System Concepts.
 Associations information can be used in several ways.

o E.g. when a customer buys a particular book, an online shop
may suggest associated books.

 Association rules:
o bread milk          DB-Concepts, OS-Concepts Networks
o Left hand side: antecedent,     right hand side:  consequent
o An association rule must have an associated population; the

population consists of a set of instances
 E.g. each transaction (sale) at a shop is an instance, and

the set of all transactions is the population
 Rules have an associated support, as well as an associated confidence.
 Support is a measure of what fraction of the population satisfies both

the antecedent and the consequent of the rule.
o E.g. suppose only 0.001 percent of all purchases include milk

and screwdrivers. The support for the rule is milk
screwdrivers is low.

 Confidence is a measure of how often the consequent is true when the
antecedent is true.
o E.g. the rule bread milk has a confidence  of 80 percent if 80

percent of the purchases that include bread also include milk.
Finding Association Rules
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 We are generally only interested in association rules with reasonably
high support (e.g. support of 2% or greater)

 Naïve algorithm
o Consider  all possible sets of relevant items.
o For each set find its support (i.e. count how many  transactions

purchase all items in the set).
 Large itemsets: sets with sufficiently high support

o Use large itemsets to generate association rules.
 From itemset A generate the rule A - {b }b for each b
 A.
 Support of rule = support (A).
 Confidence of rule = support (A ) / support (A - {b

})
Finding Support
 Determine support of itemsets via a single pass on set of transactions

o Large itemsets: sets with a high count at the end of the pass
 If memory not enough to hold all counts for all itemsets use multiple

passes, considering only some itemsets in each pass.
 Optimization: Once an itemset is eliminated because its count

(support) is too small none of its supersets needs to be considered.
 The a priori technique to find large itemsets:

o Pass 1: count support of all sets with just 1 item.  Eliminate
those items with low support

o Pass i:  candidates: every set of i items such that all its i-1 item
subsets are large
 Count support of all candidates
 Stop if there are no candidates

Other Types of Associations
 Basic association rules have several limitations
 Deviations from the expected probability are more interesting

o E.g. if many people purchase bread, and many people purchase
cereal, quite a few would be expected to purchase both

o We are interested in positive as well as negative correlations
between sets of items
 Positive correlation: co-occurrence is higher than

predicted
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 Negative correlation: co-occurrence is lower than
predicted

 Sequence associations / correlations
o E.g. whenever bonds go up, stock prices go down in 2 days

 Deviations from temporal patterns
o E.g. deviation from a steady growth
o E.g. sales of winter wear go down in summer

 Not surprising, part of a known pattern.
Hierarchical Clustering
 Example from biological classification

o (the word classification here does not mean a prediction
mechanism)

 chordata
mammalia                         reptilia

leopards  humans                 snakes  crocodiles
 Other examples: Internet directory systems (e.g. Yahoo, more on this

later)
 Agglomerative clustering algorithms

o Build small clusters, then cluster small clusters into bigger
clusters, and so on

 Divisive clustering algorithms
o Start with all items in a single cluster, repeatedly refine (break)

clusters into smaller ones
Clustering Algorithms
 Clustering algorithms have been designed to handle very large

datasets
 E.g. the Birch algorithm

o Main idea: use an in-memory R-tree to store points that are
being clustered

o Insert points one at a time into the R-tree, merging a new point
with an existing cluster if is less than some  distance away

o If there are more leaf nodes than fit in memory, merge existing
clusters that are close to each other

o At the end of first pass we get a large number of clusters at the
leaves of the R-tree
 Merge clusters to reduce the number of clusters
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Other Types of Mining
 Text mining: application of data mining to textual documents

o cluster Web pages to find related pages
o cluster pages a user has visited to organize their visit history
o classify Web pages automatically into a Web directory

 Data visualization systems help users examine large volumes of data
and detect patterns visually
o Can visually encode large amounts of information on a single

screen
o Humans are very good a detecting visual patterns
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XML ANDWEB DATABASES:

Semantic web architecture and applications are a dramatic departure
from earlier database and applications generations. Semantic processing
includes these earlier statistical and natural langue techniques, and enhances
these with semantic processing tools. First, Semantic Web architecture is the
automated conversion and storage of unstructured text sources in a semantic
web database. Second, Semantic Web applications automatically extract and
process the concepts and context in the database in a range of highly flexible

tools.
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a. Architecture; not only Application

First, the Semantic web is a complete database architecture, not only an
application program. Semantic web architecture combines a two-step
process. First, a Semantic Web database is created from unstructured text
documents. And, then Semantic Web applications run on the Semantic Web
database; not the original source documents.

The Semantic Web architecture is created by first converting text files to
XML and then analyzing these with a semantic processor. This process
understands the meaning of the words and grammar of the sentence, and also
the semantic relationships of the context. These meanings and relationships
are then stored in a Semantic web database. The Semantic Web is similar to
the schematic logic of an electronic device or the DNA of a living organism.
It contains all of the logical content AND context of the original source.
And, it links each word and concept back to the original document.www.R
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Semantic Web applications directly access the logical relationships in the
Semantic Web database. Semantic web applications can efficiently and
accurately search, retrieve, summarize, analyze and report discrete concepts
or entire documents from huge databases.

A search for “Java” links directly to the three Semantic Web logical clusters
for “Java”: (island in Indonesia, a computer programming language, and
coffee).  The processor can now query the user for which “Java”, and then
expand the search to all other concepts and documents related to the specific
“Java”.

b. Structured and Unstructured Data

Second, Semantic Web architecture and applications handle both structured
and unstructured data. Structured data is stored in relational databases with
static classification systems, and also in discrete documents. These databases
and documents can be processed and converted to Semantic Web databases,
and then processed with unstrctured data.

Much of the data we read, produce and share is now unstructured; emails,
reports, presentations, media content, web pages. And, these documents are
stored in many different formats; text, email files, Microsoft word processor,
spreadsheet, presentation files, Lotus Notes, Adobe.pdf, and HTML.  It is
difficult, expensive, slow and inaccurate to attempt to classify and store
these in a structured database. All of these sources can be automatically
converted to a common Semantic Web database, and integrated into one
common information source.

c. Dynamic and Automatic; not Static and Manual

Third, Semantic Web database architecture is dynamic and automated. Each
new document which is analyzed, extracted and stored in the Semantic Web
expands the logical relationships in all earlier documents.
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MOBILE DATABASES
• The main advantage of using a mobile database in your application is

offline access to data—in other words, the ability to read and update
data without a network connection. This helps avoid problems such as
dropped connections, low bandwidth, and high latency that are typical
on wireless networks today.

logical
relationships increase the understanding of content and context in each
document, and the entire database. The Semantic Web conversion process is
automated. No human action is required for maintaining a taxonomy, meta
data tagging or classification. The semantic database is constantly updated
and more accurate.

Semantic Web architecture is different from relational database systems.
Relational databases are manual and static because these are based on a
manual process for maintaining a taxonomy, meta data tagging and
document classification in static file structures. Documents are manually
captured, read, tagged, classified and stored in a relational database only
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once, and not updated. More important, the increase in new documents and
information in a relational database does not make the database more
“intelligent” about the concepts, relationships or documents.

Fully
connected information space

 Each node of the information space has some communication
capability.

 Some node can process information.
 Some node can communicate through voice channel.
 Some node can do both

Can be created and maintained by integrating legacy database systems, and
wired and wireless systems (PCS, Cellular system, and GSM)

What is a Mobile Database System (MDS)?

A system with the following structural and functional properties
 Distributed system with mobile connectivity
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 Full database system capability
 Complete spatial mobility
 Built on PCS/GSM platform
 Wireless and wired communication capability

What is a mobile connectivity?
A mode in which a client or a server can establish communication with each
other whenever needed. Intermittent connectivity is a special case of mobile
connectivity.

What is intermittent connectivity?
A node in which only the client can establish communication whenever
needed with the server but the server cannot do so.

Mobile Database Systems (MDS)
 Architecture
 Data categorization
 Data management
 Transaction management
 Recovery
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MDS Applications
 Insurance companies
 Emergencies services (Police, medical, etc.)
 Traffic control
 Taxi dispatch
 E-commerce

MDS Limitations
 Limited wireless bandwidth
 Wireless communication speed
 Limited energy source (battery power)
 Less secured
 Vulnerable to physical activities
 Hard to make theft proof

MDS capabilities
 Can physically move around without affecting data availability
 Can reach to the place data is stored
 Can process special types of data efficiently
 Not subjected to connection restrictions
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 Very high reachability
 Highly portable

Objective
To build a truly ubiquitous information processing system by overcoming
the inherent limitations of wireless architecture

MDS Data Management Issues

How to improve data availability to user queries using limited
bandwidth?
Possible schemes

 Semantic data caching:  The cache contents is decided by the
results of earlier transactions or by semantic data set.

 Data Broadcast on wireless channels

How to improve data availability to user queries using limited
bandwidth?
Semantic caching
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 Client maintains a semantic description of the data in its cache
instead of maintaining a list of pages or tuples.

 The server processes simple predicates on the database and the
results are cached at the client.

Data Broadcast (Broadcast disk)
A set of most frequently accessed data is made available by

continuously broadcasting it on some fixed radio frequency.  Mobile Units
can tune to this frequency and download the desired data from the broadcast
to their local cache.

A broadcast (file on the air) is similar to a disk file but located on the
air.

Data Broadcast (Broadcast disk)
The contents of the broadcast reflects the data demands of mobile

units.
This can be achieved through data access history, which can be fed to

the data broadcasting system.
For efficient access the broadcast file use index or some other method.

How MDS looks at the database data?

Data classification
 Location Dependent Data (LDD)
 Location Independent Data (LID)

Location Dependent Data (LDD)
 The class of data whose value is functionally dependent on location.

Thus, the value of the location determines the correct value of the
data.

 Location          Data value
 Examples:  City tax, City area, etc.

Location Independent Data (LID)
The class of data whose value is functionally independent of location.

Thus, the value of the location does not determine the value of the data.
Example: Person name, account number, etc.
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The person name remains the same irrespective of place the person is
residing at the time of enquiry.
Location Dependent Data (LDD)

Example: Hotel Taj has many branches in India.  However, the room rent of
this hotel will depend upon the place it is located.  Any change in the room
rate of one branch would not affect any other branch.

Schema: It remains the same only multiple correct values exists in the
database.

Location Dependent Data (LDD)
LDD must be processed under the location constraints.  Thus, the tax data of
Pune can be processed correctly only under Pune’s finance rule.

Needs location binding or location mapping function.
Location Dependent Data (LDD)

Location binding or location mapping can be achieved through
database schema or through a location mapping table.

MDS Data Management Issues
Location Dependent Data (LDD) Distribution
MDS could be a federated or a multidatabase system.  The database

distribution (replication, partition, etc.) must take into consideration LDD.
One approach is to represent a city in terms of a number of mobile

cells, which is referred to as “Data region”.  Thus, Pune can be represented
in terms of N cells and the LDD of Pune can be replicated at these individual
cells.
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RULES:

In 1985, database pioneer Dr. E.F. Codd laid out twelve rules of relational
database design. These rules provide the theoretical (although sometimes not
practical) underpinnings for modern database design. The rules may be
summarized as follows:

 All database management must take place using the relational
database's innate functionality

 All information in the database must be stored as values in a table
 All database information must be accessible through the combination

of a table name, primary key and column name.
 The database must use NULL values to indicate missing or unknown

information
 The database schema must be described using the relational database

syntax
 The database may support multiple languages, but it must support at

least one language that provides full database functionality (e.g. SQL)
 The system must be able to update all updatable views
 The database must provide single-operation insert, update and delete

functionality
 Changes to the physical structure of the database must be transparent

to applications and users.
 Changes to the logical structure of the database must be transparent to

applications and users.
 The database must natively support integrity constraints.
 Changes to the distribution of the database (centralized vs. distributed)

must be transparent to applications and users.

integrity controls.
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KNOWLEDGE BASES:

 Knowledge-based systems, expert systems
 structure, characteristics
 main components
 advantages, disadvantages

 Base techniques of knowledge-based systems
 rule-based techniques
 inductive techniques
 hybrid techniques
 symbol-manipulation techniques
 case-based techniques
 (qualitative techniques, model-based techniques, temporal

reasoning techniques, neural networks)

Structure and characteristics
 KBSs are computer systems

 contain stored knowledge
 solve problems like humans would

 KBSs are AI programs with program structure of new type
 knowledge-base (rules, facts, meta-knowledge)
 inference engine (reasoning and search strategy for solution,

other services)
 characteristics of KBSs:

 intelligent information processing systems
 representation of domain of interest symbolic representation
 problem solving by symbol-manipulation
  symbolic programs
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Main components

 knowledge-base (KB)
 knowledge about the field of interest (in natural language-like

formalism)
 symbolically described system-specification
 KNOWLEDGE-REPRESENTATION METHOD!

 inference engine
 „engine” of problem solving (general problem solving

knowledge)
 supporting the operation of the other components
 PROBLEM SOLVING METHOD!

 case-specific database
 auxiliary component
 specific information (information from outside, initial data of

the concrete problem)
 information obtained during reasoning

 explanation subsystem
explanation of system’ actions in case of user’ request
typical explanation facilities:
 explanation during problem solving:

 WHY... (explanative reasoning, intelligent help, tracing
information about the actual reasoning steps)

 WHAT IF... (hypothetical reasoning, conditional
assignment and its consequences, can be withdrawn)

 WHAT IS ... (gleaning in knowledge-base and case-
specific database)

 explanation after problem solving:
 HOW ... (explanative reasoning, information about the

way the result has been found)
 WHY NOT ... (explanative reasoning, finding counter-

examples)
 WHAT IS ... (gleaning in knowledge-base and case-

specific database)
 knowledge acquisition subsystem

 main tasks:
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 checking the syntax of knowledge elements
 checking the consistency of KB (verification, validation)
 knowledge extraction, building KB
 automatic logging and book-keeping of the changes of

KB
 tracing facilities (handling breakpoints, automatic

monitoring and reporting the values of knowledge
elements)

 user interface ( user)
 dialogue on natural language (consultation/ suggestion)

 specially intefaces
 database and other connections

 developer interface ( knowledge engineer, human expert)
 the main tasks of the knowledge engineer:

 knowledge acquisition and design of KBS: determination,
classification, refinement and formalization of methods, thumb-
rules and procedures

 selection of knowledge representation method and reasoning
strategy

 implementation of knowledge-based system
 verification and validation of KB
 KB maintenance
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ACTIVE AND DEDUCTIVE DATABASES

Active Databases

 Database system augmented with rule handling
o Active approach to managing integrity constraints
o ECA rules: event, condition, action

 Many other uses have been found for active rules
o Maintaining materialized views
o Managing derived data
o Coordinating distributed data management
o Providing transaction models
o Etc.

 Provably correct universal solutions lacking…
o Specifying rules
o Rules analysis (termination, confluence, observable

determinism)

 Perhaps the problem is that ADBs should not be viewed
as DBs?
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IDEAS 2004 5

DBs vs. IS’s

dynamic, interactive service
providing systemtransformation engine

static, algorithmic datanature

static & dynamic integrity
(of IS behavior),
maintained actively

static integrity
(of a DB state),
maintained passively

integrity
concerns

individualized based on
user history & preferencesquery/update specification

determined completely byoutput
data-backed services to usersupdates & queries of datajob

user data, logs and histories,
user profiles

user datastate

Information System = Database + Interaction [GST00]
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IDEAS 2004 9

dynamic, interactive service
providing systemtransformation engine

static, algorithmic datanature

static & dynamic integrity,
maintained activelymaintained actively via rules

static integrity,integrity
concerns

individualized based on
user history & preferencesquery/update specification

determined completely byoutput

data-backed rule-based
services to users

updates & queries of data,
by user as well as rule-driven

job

user data, rule-related logs
& histories, rule-related user
profiles

user datastate

Two Views of Active Databases

as Databases with Rules       as specialized IS

The traditional DB view is more limiting,
does not allow ADBs to achieve their full potential.

• Active DBs fall within that blurry area
– a DB augmented with active rule handling

(to perform system operations)
– a data-intensive IS restricted to rule-handling services

ADB Wish List

Rule instances
• Support multiple instances of the same rule
• Now possible only when the condition part of their ECA

structure differs.
• Can be directly mapped to different instances of IS services.

Rule history
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• Store the history of events, conditions, actions for each rule
instance.

• To help transactions handle dynamic integrity violations during
rule execution.

Rule interaction
• Allow rules to enable, disable, or wait for other rules.
• As separate functionality rather than by extending the condition

part of ECA structure.
• Rules need not be aware of external control over their behavior.
• For easier formulization of synchronization across semantic

services

Deductive Databases

Motivation
 SQL-92 cannot express some queries:

 Are we running low on any parts needed to build a ZX600
sports car?

 What is the total component and assembly cost to build a
ZX600 at today's part prices?

 Can we extend the query language to cover such queries?
 Yes, by adding recursion.

Datalog
 SQL queries can be read as follows:                           “If some tuples

exist in the From tables that satisfy the Where conditions,
then the Select tuple is in the answer.”

 Datalog is a query language that has the same if-then flavor:
 New:  The answer table can appear in the From clause, i.e., be

defined recursively.
 Prolog style syntax is commonly usedwww.R
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IDEAS 2004 9

dynamic, interactive service
providing systemtransformation engine

static, algorithmic datanature

static & dynamic integrity,
maintained activelymaintained actively via rules

static integrity,integrity
concerns

individualized based on
user history & preferencesquery/update specification

determined completely byoutput

data-backed rule-based
services to users

updates & queries of data,
by user as well as rule-driven

job

user data, rule-related logs
& histories, rule-related user
profiles

user datastate

Two Views of Active Databases

as Databases with Rules       as specialized IS

The traditional DB view is more limiting,
does not allow ADBs to achieve their full potential.

Deductive Databases

Motivation
 SQL-92 cannot express some queries:

 Are we running low on any parts needed to build a ZX600
sports car?

 What is the total component and assembly cost to build a
ZX600 at today's part prices?

 Can we extend the query language to cover such queries?
 Yes, by adding recursion.
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 SQL queries can be read as follows:                           “If some tuples
exist in the From tables that satisfy the Where conditions,
then the Select tuple is in the answer.”

 Datalog is a query language that has the same if-then flavor:
 New:  The answer table can appear in the From clause, i.e., be

defined recursively.
 Prolog style syntax is commonly used
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Multimedia Query Languages:

.
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SPATIAL DATABASES:
What is a SDBMS ?

A SDBMS is a software module that
can work with an underlying DBMS
supports spatial data models, spatial abstract data types (ADTs)
and a query language from which these ADTs are callable
supports spatial indexing, efficient algorithms for processing
spatial operations, and domain specific rules for query
optimization

Example: Oracle Spatial data cartridge, ESRI SDE
can work with Oracle 8i DBMS
Has spatial data types (e.g. polygon), operations (e.g. overlap)
callable from SQL3 query language
Has spatial indices, e.g. R-trees

SDBMS Example
Consider a spatial dataset with:

County boundary (dashed white line)
Census block - name, area, population, boundary (dark line)
Water bodies (dark polygons)
Satellite Imagery (gray scale pixels)
Storage in a SDBMS table:

create table census_blocks (
name string,
area float,

population number,
boundary polygon );
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Spatial Data Types and Traditional Databases
Traditional relational DBMS

Support simple data types, e.g. number, strings, date
Modeling Spatial data types is tedious

Example: Figure 1.4 shows modeling of polygon using numbers
Three new tables: polygon, edge, points

• Note: Polygon is a polyline where last point and first
point are same

A simple unit sqaure represented as 16 rows across 3 tables
Simple spatial operators, e.g. area(), require joining tables
Tedious and computationally inefficient

Question. Name post-relational database management systems which
facilitate modeling of spatial data types, e.g. polygon

Spatial Data Types and Post-relational Databases
Post-relational DBMS

Support user defined abstract data types
Spatial data types (e.g. polygon) can be added
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Choice of post-relational DBMS
Object oriented (OO) DBMS
Object relational (OR) DBMS

A spatial database is a collection of spatial data types, operators,
indices, processing strategies, etc. and can work with many post-
relational DBMS as well as programming languages like Java, Visual
Basic etc.

How is a SDBMS different from a GIS?
GIS is a software to visualize and analyze spatial data using spatial
analysis functions such as

Search Thematic search, search by region, (re-)classification
Location analysis Buffer, corridor, overlay
Terrain analysis Slope/aspect, catchment, drainage network
Flow analysis Connectivity, shortest path
Distribution Change detection, proximity, nearest neighbor
Spatial analysis/Statistics Pattern, centrality, autocorrelation,
indices of similarity, topology: hole description
Measurements Distance, perimeter, shape, adjacency, direction

GIS uses SDBMS
to store, search, query, share large spatial data sets

SDBMS focusses on
Efficient storage, querying, sharing of large spatial datasets
Provides simpler set based query operations
Example operations: search by region, overlay, nearest
neighbor, distance, adjacency, perimeter etc.
Uses spatial indices and query optimization to speedup queries
over large spatial datasets.

SDBMS may be used by applications other than GIS
Astronomy, Genomics, Multimedia information systems, ...

Will one use a GIS or a SDBM to answer the following:
How many neighboring countries does USA have?
Which country has highest number of neighbors?

Components of a SDBMS
Recall: a SDBMS is a software module that

can work with an underlying DBMS
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supports spatial data models, spatial ADTs and a query
language from which these ADTs are callable
supports spatial indexing, algorithms for processing spatial
operations, and domain specific rules for query optimization

Components include
spatial data model, query language, query processing, file
organization and indices, query optimization, etc.
Figure 1.6 shows these components
We discuss each component briefly in chapter 1.6 and in more
detail in later chapters.
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Parallelism in Databases

 Data can be partitioned across multiple disks for parallel I/O.
 Individual relational operations (e.g., sort, join, aggregation) can be

executed in parallel
o data can be partitioned and each processor can work

independently on its own partition.
 Queries are expressed in high level language (SQL, translated to

relational algebra)
o makes parallelization easier.

 Different queries can be run in parallel with each other.
Concurrency control takes care of conflicts.

 Thus, databases naturally lend themselves to parallelism.

I/O Parallelism

 Reduce the time required to retrieve relations from disk by
partitioning

 the relations on multiple disks.
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Multimedia  Databases :

Multimedia System

A computer hardware/software system used for
– Acquiring and Storing
– Managing
– Indexing and Filtering
– Manipulating (quality, editing)
– Transmitting (multiple platforms)
– Accessing large amount of visual information like, Images,

video,  graphics, audios and associated multimedia
Examples: image and video databases, web media search engines, mobile
media navigator, etc.

– Share Digital Information
– New Content Creation Tools
– Deployment of High-Speed Networks
– New Content Services
– Mobile Internet
– 3D graphics, network games
– Media portals
– Standards become available: coding, delivery, and

description.
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Access multimedia information
anytime
anywhere
on any device
from any source
anything
Network/device transparent

Quality of service (graceful degradation)
Intelligent tools and interfaces
Automated protection and transaction

Multimedia data types
 Text
 Image
 Video
 Audio
 mixed multimedia datawww.R
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Multimedia Databases :

Image Database is searchable electronic catalog or database which
allows you to organize and list images by topics, modules, or categories. The
Image Database will provide the student with important information such as
image title, description, and thumbnail picture. Additional information can
be provided such as creator of the image, filename, and keywords that will
help students to search through the database for specific images. Before you
and your students can use Image Database, you must add it to your course

An image retrieval system is a computer system for browsing,
searching and retrieving images from a large database of digital images.
Most traditional and common methods of image retrieval utilize some
method of adding metadata such as captioning, keywords, or descriptions to
the images so that retrieval can be performed over the annotation words.
Manual image annotation is time-consuming, laborious and expensive; to
address this, there has been a large amount of research done on automatic
image annotation. Additionally, the increase in social web applications and
the semantic web have inspired the development of several web-based image
annotation tools.

The first microcomputer-based image database retrieval system was
developed at MIT, in the 1980s, by Banireddy Prasaad, Amar Gupta, Hoo-
min Toong, and Stuart Madnick.[1]

Image search is a specialized data search used to find images. To search
for images, a user may provide query terms such as keyword, image
file/link, or click on some image, and the system will return images "similar"
to the query. The similarity used for search criteria could be meta tags, color
distribution in images, region/shape attributes, etc.

 Image meta search - search of images based on associated metadata
such as keywords, text, etc.

 Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) – the application of computer
vision to the image retrieval. CBIR aims at avoiding the use of textual
descriptions and instead retrieves images based on similarities in their
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contents (textures, colors, shapes etc.) to a user-supplied query image
or user-specified image features.
o List of CBIR Engines - list of engines which search for images

based image visual content such as color, texture, shape/object,
etc.

Data Scope

It is crucial to understand the scope and nature of image data in order to
determine the complexity of image search system design. The design is also
largely influenced by factors such as the diversity of user-base and expected
user traffic for a search system. Along this dimension, search data can be
classified into the following categories:

 Archives - usually contain large volumes of structured or semi-
structured homogeneous data pertaining to specific topics.

 Domain-Specific Collection - this is a homogeneous collection
providing access to controlled users with very specific objectives.
Examples of such a collection are biomedical and satellite image
databases.

 Enterprise Collection - a heterogeneous collection of images that is
accessible to users within an organization’s intranet. Pictures may be
stored in many different locations.

 Personal Collection - usually consists of a largely homogeneous
collection and is generally small in size, accessible primarily to its
owner, and usually stored on a local storage media.

 Web - World Wide Web images are accessible to everyone with an
Internet connection. These image collections are semi-structured, non-
homogeneous and massive in volume, and are usually stored in large
disk arrays.
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Multimedia Query databases:
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SPATIAL DATABASES:
What is a SDBMS ?

A SDBMS is a software module that
can work with an underlying DBMS
supports spatial data models, spatial abstract data types (ADTs)
and a query language from which these ADTs are callable
supports spatial indexing, efficient algorithms for processing
spatial operations, and domain specific rules for query
optimization

Example: Oracle Spatial data cartridge, ESRI SDE
can work with Oracle 8i DBMS
Has spatial data types (e.g. polygon), operations (e.g. overlap)
callable from SQL3 query language
Has spatial indices, e.g. R-trees

SDBMS Example
Consider a spatial dataset with:

County boundary (dashed white line)
Census block - name, area, population, boundary (dark line)
Water bodies (dark polygons)
Satellite Imagery (gray scale pixels)
Storage in a SDBMS table:

create table census_blocks (
name string,
area float,

population number,
boundary polygon );
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Spatial Data Types and Traditional Databases
Traditional relational DBMS

Support simple data types, e.g. number, strings, date
Modeling Spatial data types is tedious

Example: Figure 1.4 shows modeling of polygon using numbers
Three new tables: polygon, edge, points

• Note: Polygon is a polyline where last point and first
point are same

A simple unit sqaure represented as 16 rows across 3 tables
Simple spatial operators, e.g. area(), require joining tables
Tedious and computationally inefficient

Question. Name post-relational database management systems which
facilitate modeling of spatial data types, e.g. polygon

Spatial Data Types and Post-relational Databases
Post-relational DBMS

Support user defined abstract data types
Spatial data types (e.g. polygon) can be added
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Choice of post-relational DBMS
Object oriented (OO) DBMS
Object relational (OR) DBMS

A spatial database is a collection of spatial data types, operators,
indices, processing strategies, etc. and can work with many post-
relational DBMS as well as programming languages like Java, Visual
Basic etc.

How is a SDBMS different from a GIS?
GIS is a software to visualize and analyze spatial data using spatial
analysis functions such as

Search Thematic search, search by region, (re-)classification
Location analysis Buffer, corridor, overlay
Terrain analysis Slope/aspect, catchment, drainage network
Flow analysis Connectivity, shortest path
Distribution Change detection, proximity, nearest neighbor
Spatial analysis/Statistics Pattern, centrality, autocorrelation,
indices of similarity, topology: hole description
Measurements Distance, perimeter, shape, adjacency, direction

GIS uses SDBMS
to store, search, query, share large spatial data sets

SDBMS focusses on
Efficient storage, querying, sharing of large spatial datasets
Provides simpler set based query operations
Example operations: search by region, overlay, nearest
neighbor, distance, adjacency, perimeter etc.
Uses spatial indices and query optimization to speedup queries
over large spatial datasets.

SDBMS may be used by applications other than GIS
Astronomy, Genomics, Multimedia information systems, ...

Will one use a GIS or a SDBM to answer the following:
How many neighboring countries does USA have?
Which country has highest number of neighbors?

Components of a SDBMS
Recall: a SDBMS is a software module that

can work with an underlying DBMS
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supports spatial data models, spatial ADTs and a query
language from which these ADTs are callable
supports spatial indexing, algorithms for processing spatial
operations, and domain specific rules for query optimization

Components include
spatial data model, query language, query processing, file
organization and indices, query optimization, etc.
Figure 1.6 shows these components
We discuss each component briefly in chapter 1.6 and in more
detail in later chapters.

Spatial Taxonomy, Data Models
Spatial Taxonomy:
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multitude of descriptions available to organize space.
Topology models homeomorphic relationships, e.g. overlap
Euclidean space models distance and direction in a plane
Graphs models connectivity, Shortest-Path

Spatial data models
rules to identify identifiable objects and properties of space
Object model help manage identifiable things, e.g. mountains,
cities, land-parcels etc.
Field model help manage continuous and amorphous
phenomenon, e.g. wetlands, satellite imagery, snowfall etc.

Explanation
subsystem

Inference
engine

Knowledge
acquisition
subsystem

Case specific
database

Knowledge
base

User
interface

Developer's
interface

User

Knowledge
engineer
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